Examples: Research, articles and presentation
This document lists examples of interesting ways of communicating IPCC findings and articles and
research on IPCC communications.
This list is not comprehensive. Display of this material on our website does not imply IPCC endorsement
or approval of the products or the conclusions they contain. None of them has been subjected to an IPCC
review.
Examples of interesting ways of communicating IPCC findings
Entire IPCC report in Haiku,Sightine.org
These paintings turn climate data into art, by Brian Kahn, Climate Central
Examples of clear communication in the media
Short answers to hard questions about climate change
by Justin Gillis, New York Times, 28 November 2016
Global warming: normal weather is a 'thing of the past', claims scientist
by Sophie Jamieson, The Telegraph (United Kingdom), 5 January 2016
Climate change in Africa: A guidebook for journalists
Edited by Fackson Banda. Part of the UNESCO series on journalism education.
Examples of recent research
This is not a comprehensive list and display of this research on the IPCC website does not imply IPCC
endorsement or approval of the products or the conclusions they contain. None of them has been
subjected to an IPCC review



List of IPCC communications research compiled by CICERO Center for International Climate and
Environmental Research and The Norwegian Environment Agency



Local science and media engagement on climate change
by Candice Howarth and Richard Black, Nature Climate Change, 21 May 2015



The IPCC news circuit
editorial, Nature Climate Change, 25 March 2015 (This is an editorial and contains links to other
articles which are behind a paywall)



The IPCC in an age of social media
by Leo Hickman, Nature Climate Change, 9 February 2015



No more summaries for wonks
By Richard Black, Nature Climate Change, 25 March 2015



UN climate reports are increasingly unreadable
By Jeff Tofellson, Nature, 12 October 2015
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